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Abstract: We present a study of ultrafast carrier transfer from highly luminescent states inside the core of silicon nanocrystal (due to quasidirect transitions) to states on the nanocrystal-matrix interface. This transfer leads to a sub-picosecond luminescence decay, which is followed by a slower decay component induced by carrier relaxation to lower interface states. We investigate the luminescence dynamics for two different surface passivation types and we propose a general model describing spectral dependence of ultrafast carrier dynamics. Our results stress the crucial role of the energy distribution of the interface states on surface-related quenching of quasidirect luminescence in silicon nanocrystals. We discuss how to avoid this quenching in order to bring the attractive properties of the quasidirect recombination closer to exploitation.
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References and links
Interest in the optical properties of silicon nanocrystals (Si NCs) grew rapidly following the discovery of efficient visible luminescence in porous silicon by Canham [1]. One of the main ideas behind this effort is to develop small and robust light source for the so-called silicon photonics, which would be compatible with existing silicon technology [2]. Furthermore, the concept is analogous to the case of isoelectronic impurities in bulk indirect semiconductors [7]. Such transitions are of great interest from the viewpoint of...
photoluminescence (PL) efficiency, because they can put Si NCs on a par with direct bandgap semiconductors.

Unfortunately, commonly used Si NC surface chemistries hinder exploitation of the quasidirect core-related transition, because the excited carriers are very rapidly trapped at energetically more favorable interface states (states in the NC-matrix interface region) [8], where afterwards the vast majority of carriers recombine relatively slowly, with a decay time of 10-100 μs [9]. Extreme rates of carrier trapping at interface states [9,10] even completely prevent the core PL from being observed in standard c.w. PL experiments. Moreover, neither the high-temporal-resolution pump-and-probe techniques for studying transient absorption and reflectance applied to Si NCs [10–14] are able to reveal the ultrafast core emission.

To study the temporal behavior of this short-lived PL, special experimental techniques are required. Hitherto, only a few papers can be found in the literature that report on time-resolved observations of the quasidirect PL and its quenching by ultrafast carrier trapping at surface states. Trojanek et al. were the first who reported on the sub-picosecond PL decay [9,15], which has subsequently been confirmed by Sykora et al. [16].

In this article we study in detail the spectral dependence of the ultrafast PL decay rates, which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been reported before. We investigate two samples of Si NCs with greatly different surface passivations and different mean sizes. We propose a model which links the observed decay rates with the energy distribution of the NC interface states and surface-area-to-volume ratio. We verify the validity of our model in two independent ways and conclude by discussing how to employ the core-related quasidirect transitions in a useful luminescence output.

2. Experimental

2.1 Investigated samples

We investigated two well-characterized samples of Si NCs fabricated by electrochemical etching under different conditions and moreover with different surface chemistries. This enabled us to investigate common properties of ultrafast dynamics in Si NCs with different surface passivations. Alkyl passivation of Si NCs is promising for bio applications [4,17], whereas SiO$_2$ passivation is a standard Si passivation method in optoelectronics.

A sample, which we denominate “ALS” (alkylated sample), was prepared by a short etch (5 minutes) at high current density (500 mA/cm$^2$). The electrolyte consisted of 48% HF(aq) mixed in 1:1 volume ratio with ethanol. The layer of porous silicon was then transformed into isolated undecyl-passivated nanocrystals (C$_{11}$-SiNCs) by the hydrosilation reaction in undecene/toluene [18]. The NC alkylation procedure and subsequent preparation of the colloidal dispersion (2 mg of Si NCs in 250 μl of dichloromethane) is described in detail in Ref [18]. Characterization of Si NCs prepared by this method by means of FTIR spectroscopy, x-ray scattering, absorption (XAS), diffraction (XRD), emission (XES) and photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) as well as atomic force (AFM) and scanning tunneling microscopy (STEM) can be found in Ref [18,19]. Optical properties of the alkylated Si NCs have been investigated in detail [17,20] together with possible application of the alkylated NCs as fluorescent labels [4].

Another sample, hereafter denominated “OXS” (oxidized sample), was prepared via a long (120 minutes) etching by applying a low current density (1.6 mA/cm$^2$). The electrolyte comprised 50% HF(aq) in 4:10 volume ratio with ethanol. Long-term oxidation and ageing of the sample took place at ambient conditions for 1 month. The etched porous Si layers were eventually pulverized and 1.6 mg of the oxidized porous Si powder was dispersed into 200 μl of UV grade ethanol. The Si NCs prepared by the porous Si oxidation have been characterized by many methods (FTIR, Raman spectroscopy, AFM, high-resolution transmission electron microscopy) [21–23] and various optical properties have been already studied (single NC spectroscopy [24], time-resolved measurements [9,21], stimulated emission [22], etc.).
Using the procedures described above, we have achieved colloidal dispersions of Si NCs, as shown by number of methods: AFM [23] and high-resolution transmission electron microscope [22] for the OXS sample, STEM [18] and XRD [19] for the ALS sample. Mean NC diameters were estimated to lie between 2.2 - 2.6 nm by a variety of methods in the case of ALS [18], and around 3.5 nm in case of OXS [22]. Both samples show long-term stability of their optical properties. The PL dynamics measurements were repeated several times on the same samples and the PL photon energy of the measured dynamics has been chosen in random order to avoid the possibility of PL dynamics changes being confounded by effects arising from any sample transformation or damage by UV light.

2.2 Experimental setup

The ultrafast PL time evolution was measured by a non-linear optical gating method, namely by making use of the so-called up-conversion setup [25] described in detail in our previous articles [9,15]. We used a Ti:Sapphire laser (Tsunami, Spectra Physics) providing 80 fs pulses with 82 MHz repetition rate. Frequency doubled pulses at 405 nm excited the samples (energy per pulse ~1 nJ) and the emitted PL signal was optically gated by pulses on the fundamental wavelength 810 nm in a BBO crystal by a sum-frequency (SF) generation. The SF signal was selected by a monochromator and detected by a Hamamatsu photon counter. We measured PL dynamics by changing a delay between the excitation and the gating pulse by an optical delay line. FWHM of the temporal response function of the experimental setup was 280 fs, which is increased compared to gating pulse length (80 fs) owing to different group velocities of the up-converted signal, PL signal and gating pulse frequency in the BBO crystal [25]. The spectral dependence of the PL was measured by a simultaneous BBO crystal rotation (phase-matching condition) and monochromator setting (setup spectral resolution ~8 nm).

PL spectra on the microsecond time scale were taken under excitation by the third harmonic of an Nd:YAG laser (355 nm) with nanosecond pulses (7 ns pulse width, 10 Hz repetition rate). PL was detected by an Andor ICCD (intensified CCD) camera coupled to the Andor Shamrock imaging spectrograph. Time-integrated spectra were measured under cw excitation at 325 nm (He-Cd laser). PL was detected by a CCD (Larry, LOT-Oriel) mounted on an Oriel MS125 spectrograph. Extinction spectra were measured by a conventional spectrophotometer (Analytik Jena, Specord).

All spectra in this article were measured at room temperature and they were corrected for the spectral response of the experimental setup.

![Normalized time-integrated PL and extinction spectra of ALS and OXS samples.](image)

Fig. 1. Normalized time-integrated PL spectra excited by cw 325 nm (solid lines) and extinction (dashed lines) of ALS (red lines) and OXS (black lines) samples.

3. Results and discussion

In spite of very different preparation parameters, both samples reveal similar spectra of time-integrated PL and extinction (see Fig. 1). The extinction spectra show a rapid increase for...
higher energies, typical of Si NCs. Due to the NC size distribution, discrete absorption bands (typical for e.g. II-VI semiconductor NCs) cannot be observed and the extinction spectra gradually increases from low-energy side, where also the absorption on the NC surface states can affect the spectrum. Time-integrated PL spectra consist in both cases of a dominant PL band in the red spectral region, which is usually attributed to the radiative recombination in NC interface states.

### 3.2 Ultrafast luminescence decay and spectra

Figure 2 displays ultrafast PL decay dynamics of the ALS sample for different PL photon energies together with a PL decay curve of the OXS sample (see inset in Fig. 2). The general characteristics of the decay are the same for both samples and all studied PL photon energies (1.8 eV to 2.5 eV). We observed a rapid onset of the PL, which we attribute to a fast relaxation of carriers inside NC. The ultrafast PL decay has a two-exponential character. Our previous results [9,15] and also those of other authors [10,16] suggest that the fast decay component is a consequence of the rapid carrier trapping into the interface states, leading to the spatial separation of carriers. The slow (picosecond) component of the ultrafast PL decay can be explained by the relaxation of the trapped carriers to lower interface states.

The proposed model is illustrated by a scheme in Fig. 2 (right hand side). Auger recombination can be excluded from the observed decay, because the decay dynamics are not affected by varying excitation power and, moreover, the average number of excited e-h pairs per NC is very low. Typical excitation fluence of 50 μJ/cm² corresponds to the photon flux of $10^{14}$ cm⁻². The concentration of NCs in the samples is in the order of $10^{17}$ cm⁻³ [22] (~2 × $10^{17}$ cm⁻³), i.e. in a thin layer of 1 μm, where approx. 1% of the excitation photons is absorbed, the areal density of NCs reaches ~2 × $10^{13}$ cm⁻². Therefore we can roughly estimate that, on average, 0.05 e-h pairs are excited per NC.

![Fig. 2. Left: normalized ultrafast PL dynamics of the sample ALS (exc. 405 nm, 80 fs pulses) for various PL photon energy (solid lines), response function of the setup (dotted line), a two-exponential decay fit convoluted with the response function of the setup (dashed line); Inset: normalized ultrafast PL dynamics of the sample OXS (exc. 405 nm, 80 fs pulses, PL photon energy 1.96 eV); Right: scheme of the processes responsible for the ultrafast PL decay: 1) relaxation inside NC, 2) fast carrier trapping in interface states, 3) relaxation to lower interface states (see the text for details).](image)

The decay curves in Fig. 2 show significant increase in the decay rate (i.e. decrease in the decay time) with increasing PL photon energy. To quantify these changes, we have fitted each curve by a two-exponential decay curve $I_{FAST} \exp(-k_{FAST}t) + I_{SLOW} \exp(-k_{SLOW}t)$ convoluted with a response function of the setup (a Gaussian function, FWHM 280 ps). The parameters $k_{FAST}$ and $k_{SLOW}$ stand for the decay rate of the fast and slow component respectively; $I_{FAST}$ and
$I_{\text{SLOW}}$ are the intensities of each component. It should be noted, that the two-exponential shape of the curve is only an approximation applicable for the initial part of the PL decay. The PL decay shape in later times is more complex, changing to a stretched-exponential decay on the microsecond time scale [9].

![Diagram](image_url)

Fig. 3. Ultrafast PL dynamics spectral dependence of the ALS sample (red solid circles) and the OXS sample (black open circles) obtained by the PL dynamics two-exponential fitting (see the text for details); Left upper panel: fast component decay rate; Left lower panel: slow component decay rate; Right hand side: normalized zero-time PL spectra compared to the time-integrated PL spectra under the same excitation regime (exc. 405 nm, 80 fs pulses, ALS: red dashed line, OXS: black dashed line).

The spectral dependences of $k_{\text{FAST}}$ and $k_{\text{SLOW}}$ are shown in Fig. 3 (left hand side). Also here we observe an evident increase in the decay rate for higher PL photon energies. The right hand side of Fig. 3 displays PL spectra in the temporal maximum of PL dynamics (zero-time spectra) measured by the up-conversion technique compared to the time-integrated PL spectra under the same excitation regime (405 nm exc. wavelength, 80 fs pulse length, excitation fluence ~50 μJ/cm$^2$). Time-integrated PL spectra are red-shifted compared to the zero-time PL spectra as a consequence of carrier relaxation from core NC states to interface states.

It is worth noticing in Fig. 3 that, even if the time-integrated PL spectra of both the samples are very similar, the ALS sample zero-time emission is peaked at shorter wavelengths (~590 nm) in comparison with that of the OXS sample (~620 nm). This reflects stronger quantum confinement effect (larger gap opening) in the ALS sample that contains nanocrystals of smaller mean size (2.2 – 2.6 nm against 3.5 nm), and corroborates the assignment of the ultrafast PL to recombination involving in NC core states.

We have not discussed yet the possibility that carrier cooling inside NCs is responsible for the observed ultrafast PL decay. However, such an interpretation would be hardly tenable. First, even for photon energies as low as 1.8 eV, the PL rise time is well beyond the time resolution of the setup (280 fs) – see Fig. 2 and Fig. 4. This means that a very efficient carrier cooling mechanisms act on carriers already on a timescale much shorter than a typical time of the observed PL decay (up to 1 ps). Second, Sykora et al. [16] proved the presence of two light-emitting states (i.e. core and surface states) in the ultrafast PL evolution by observing the so-called “isostilbic point” in the normalized ultrafast PL spectra.
Fig. 4. Ultrafast PL spectra of sample ALS for various delays between excitation and gating pulse.

3.3 Model

We propose a simple model describing the observed spectral dependence of the ultrafast PL decay. We assume that the decay rates depend mainly on the two parameters: on a fraction of available traps with lower energy \( N_r(E) \) and on a surface-area-to-volume ratio (SA/V ratio) of the NC \( \Theta(E) \). The quantity \( N_r(E) \) gives the fraction of states to which a carrier can relax from its actual energy level. The SA/V ratio \( \Theta(E) \) accounts for the number of interface states proportional to the NC surface area together with an amplitude of the carrier wavefunction in the interface region [26,27]. As the SA/V ratio depends on the NC size, it also has a spectral dependence. Taking into account that the carrier trapping probability is proportional to both the number of available states and the SA/V ratio, we can express the decay rate \( k_{\text{FAST}} \) as

\[
k_{\text{FAST}} \propto N_r(E) \times \Theta(E).
\]  

On the other hand, a carrier already trapped in the surface state has a wavefunction distributed in the interface region independently of the NC size. Therefore, the relaxation rate \( k_{\text{SLOW}} \) depends only on the number of available traps with a lower energy, i.e.:

\[
k_{\text{SLOW}} \propto N_r(E).
\]  

From Eq. (1) and (2) it is obvious that a crucial role in ultrafast dynamics is played by the number of available traps (interface states), which varies for different NC passivations.

3.4 Interface states energy distribution

The interface states are also responsible for the PL emitted on long (microsecond) timescale. Therefore we can obtain information about energy distribution of interface states \( \rho(E) \) from long-living PL spectra. Particularly, we measured spectrum of the PL emitted within the first microsecond after excitation.

The samples were excited by 355 nm nanosecond pulses to create e-h pairs energetically high above the bandgap. The time integration window (0-1 \( \mu \)s) was chosen to be long enough compared to excitation pulse length and at the same time short enough compared to typical lifetimes of the long-lived PL (21 \( \mu \)s for ALS [20], 5-10 \( \mu \)s for OXS [21]).

In order to match the PL spectrum to the spectral distribution of the interface states, one has to fill the states. We excited the samples by pulses up to a fluence of 20 mJ/cm\(^2\), which generated several e-h pairs per NC. When increasing the intensity, we observed very slight shift in spectral PL position to higher energies, as one can see in Fig. 5. It can be attributed to trap states filling, which is very weak due to the high number of states. The spectral shift stops for high excitation fluences. We assume that traps are practically filled for such
intensities and the PL spectrum can be taken as the spectral distribution $\rho(E)$ of the interface traps.

Fig. 5. PL spectra of the OXS sample under 355 nm excitation (Nd:YAG, 7 ns pulses) for various excitation intensity, normalized to the low-energy side of PL, inset: PL maximum position dependence on the excitation pulse energy.

The measured spectral distributions of traps $\rho(E)$ in both samples are shown in Fig. 6 a) (inset). We calculated the relative number of traps $N_\text{tr}(E)$ with energy lower than $E$ by numerical integration of the distribution $\rho(E)$ from the lowest measured energy (1.5 eV) to energy $E$:

$$N_\text{tr}(E) \propto \int_{1.5\text{eV}}^{E} \rho(\varepsilon) \, d\varepsilon.$$  (3)

3.5 Model verification and validation

The spectral dependence of $N_\text{tr}(E)$, which was extracted from PL emission spectra measurements, is shown in Fig. 6 a) (lines). To demonstrate the internal consistency of our approach, we also plot in Fig. 6 a) rates of the slow component of the relaxation dynamics $k_{\text{SLOW}}(E)$ extracted from the ultrafast PL dynamics measurements (symbols). According to Eq. (2), the curves $N_\text{tr}(E)$ and the relaxation rate $k_{\text{SLOW}}(E)$ in Fig. 6 a) should exhibit the same trend. Obviously, this is the case. One can see very good overall agreement after proper scaling and adding a constant to the $N_\text{tr}(E)$ curves: this is necessary because we know only the relative number of available traps and do not integrate from zero energy and therefore do not account for relaxation to some lower states.

We can proceed even further in exhibiting the self-consistency of our approach. Dividing Eq. (1) by Eq. (2) leads to an elimination of the $N_\text{tr}$ spectral dependence and yields immediately

$$k_{\text{FAST}} / k_{\text{SLOW}} \propto \Theta(E),$$  (4)

i.e. the ratio $k_{\text{FAST}}/k_{\text{SLOW}}$ should be proportional to SA/V ratio. The SA/V ratio affects the quenching of the initial PL emitted by a recombination of carriers in the NC core states. The energy of these states is determined by the NC size; therefore we can calculate for each PL photon energy the corresponding NC diameter by applying the experimental correlation of Wolkin et al. [8]. In Fig. 6 b) one can see the dependence of $k_{\text{FAST}}/k_{\text{SLOW}}$ ratio on the NC size calculated from the PL dynamics. For both samples the data can be well fitted by the expected $1/d$ dependence, where $d$ stands for NC diameter.
Finally, one can see from the results that different passivation types of Si NCs lead to a two-exponential ultrafast PL decay with similar spectral dependence. This is consistent with the proposed model – changes in passivation can alter the interface states energy and the trapping rate, but the PL decay will keep the observed two-exponential character as a consequence of two processes being involved in initial carrier dynamics. Therefore the model implications are general for all Si NC surface states, independent of particular surface chemistry. Analogous processes lead to the two-exponential PL decay observed also for other semiconductor NCs, e.g. CdSe [27].

4. Conclusion

We have observed that the ultrafast dynamics of PL in Si NCs of diametrically different surface passivation types (silicon oxide and alkyl passivation) follow similar patterns. This, apart from other facts, confirms the origin of this PL in NC core states. Our measurements and proposed model indicate that the carriers are trapped extremely rapidly into the interface states and afterwards they relax to lower surrounding states. The key role in PL decay dynamics is played by energy distribution of the interface states and the SA/V ratio of NCs.

Our results strongly suggest that obtaining an efficient quasi-direct PL recombination from sufficiently small Si NCs is possible only by preventing photocarrier trapping in the low-energy states surrounding NC and, instead, by “forcing” them thereby to remain in the NC core. There are indications that a suitable surface capping may exist: we have reported recently on original way of photochemical passivation of Si NCs, in which the slow (microsecond) PL component, typical for the NC surface states recombination, is entirely lacking and these Si NCs emit an efficient PL with a short radiative lifetime of 10 ns [28]. Further research in this direction is indispensable, anyhow.
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